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Joss is the seventh son of the Supreme Overlord of the Universe, and all he gets to do is
deliver pies. That's right: pies. Of course these pies actually hold the secrets of the universe
between their buttery crusts, but they're still pies.Joss comes from a family of overachievers,
and is happy to let his older brothers shine. But when Earth suddenly disappears, Joss is
tasked with the not-so-simple job of bringing it back. With the help of an outspoken girl from
Earth named Annika, Joss embarks on the adventure of a lifetime and learns that the universe
is an even stranger place than he'd imagined.
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HGTMoney, “The science is legit!. Loved this physics-filled, quirky read by Wendy Mass. I
expected the science to be off but she really did her research.The two main characters in this
novel are so completely lovable and unique. It is easy to get swept up in the story and it was a
quick read for us because we couldn’t put it down!I read this with my daughter (age 10) and
while some of the science stuff went over her head, she was able to follow and it led to some
amazing post-read conversations about the universe.”

Hillary Sanford, “Carl Sagan. I loved this book. I took astronomy in high school, it ended up
being A LOT of math. I learned how to use ALL the button on my scientific calculator. Which is
was so boring. Some days the teacher would pop in a video of Carl Sagan and we loved it. He
made the cosmos beautiful! This book reminds me of those videos. I loved the imagination and
wonder Wendy has added to her book.I also love that she has finally written a book addresses
her love and curiosity of universe. We saw a little smattering in Jeremy Fink, then some more
in Every Soul a Star. In this book she finally takes us off planet Earth.I am a fifth grade teacher
and would love to use this book as a read aloud during our space unit. Add some imagination
into the boring numbers of how far everything is away from Earth!”

ajd, “For spirited earthling girls and awkward unearthly boys.. An exhilarating mystery about
friendship, hidden powers, and secrets of the universe, Pi in the Sky is a fun middle grade
novel for spirited earthling girls and awkward unearthly boys.Joss, the seventh son of the
Supreme Overlord of the Universe, learns that both his best friend, Kal, and Earth are missing,
but it’s the plight of Annika that spurs Joss into action.Annika is a young girl who accidentally
ends up in The Realms, a hostile part of the universe where human beings cannot exist without
some wacky workarounds. This reluctant friendship catalyzes Joss into saving earth, Kal, and
Annika, but only once he realizes that he has always held the secrets of the universe in the
palms of his hands.Ludicrous, imaginative, and entertaining, Pi in the Sky also delivers a
satisfying time travel romantic twist at the end.Were it not for the gender stereotyping, I'd have
given the book 5 stars.”

jen florio, “Great fantasy novel for the whole family. Cool facts to support this fiction story. Love
this author!. Great fantasy novel for the whole family. Cool facts to support this fiction story.
Love this author and her others books such as Jeremy Fink and the meaning of life.”

Myriam Pierre, “Great book!. Great book!! -This book deals with science and astronomy, and
the adventure of one young boy, who happens to be a higher being! Throw a mistake in time
learns has to put the world inorder? Through his advanture and experience with an akward girl
begins to grow in self confidence and is unknowningly surprises himself. When he finds out
that he's capibale of great thing by saving the universe. This book gets young and old
interested in science!”



Sweetpea, “Great for kids. This book was loved! Great for kids. We look for books without
violence or a lot of romance / drama, and this was a great find. Her other books are wonderful,
too.”

TKCMOMO2, “11yr old avid reader approved and recommended. My daughter LOVED this
book. She has recommended it to several of her friends as well. I have not actually read it but
she doesn't usually get that enthusiastic about a book that she shares with me and others.
She reads a lot and has enjoyed other Wendy Mass books as well.”

Joone Oliver, “A fun and quick read. I read this whole book. It is a mind expanding book. It
teaches real science knowledge within the fiction story. Real science is getting closer to
science fiction everyday and this book is living proof. A fun and quick read.”
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The book by Wendy Mass has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 158 people have provided feedback.
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